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08:31:07 PST 
Question: hi 
Answer: Welcome! 

 
08:31:25 PST 
Question: Good evening from Kingdom of Bahrain 
Answer: Glad you can join us! 

 
08:32:25 PST 
Question: Good morning from Orlando, FL 
Answer: Hi Raj! 

 
08:32:48 PST 
Question: hi all 
Answer: Hey, you're in both sessions today! Awesome 

 
08:34:22 PST 
Question: good evening from India 
Answer: Glad you joined us! 

 
08:34:29 PST 
Question: hi 
Answer: Hi Bilal! 

 
08:34:40 PST 
Question: hello form Jamaica 
Answer: Hey Jullian! 

 
08:35:01 PST 
Question: Hi, Good Afternoon form Brazil 
Answer: Hi Eduardo! 

 
08:35:34 PST 
Question: CONGRATULATION , YESTERDAY MVA 2 500 000 members!!! THANK YOU TEACHERS , 

MICROSOFT , MVA and EVENT SUPPORT TEAM for ALL LESSONS. 
Answer: Always great to see you here! Our community is better with you in it, POPA DAN! 

 
08:35:49 PST 
Question: Hello from a Linux guy, Windows 10 Rocks! 
Answer: Woo hoo! 

 
08:36:45 PST 
Question: Good evening from Poland 
Answer: Hello Lukasz 

 
08:37:05 PST 
Question: A long wait for this event finally over 
Answer: We've been looking forward to this one too! 

 
08:37:20 PST 
Question: dennis are you truely a linux guy. =D 

Answer: At Dennis  
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08:37:21 PST 
Question: Good Morning to all from sunny North Caronia 
Answer: hello Leon! 

 
08:37:34 PST 
Question: Good morning from sunny Southern California! 
Answer: Hi Sergio! 

 
08:37:45 PST 
Question: Morning all, its 6:35pm here in South Africa 
Answer: Glad you can join us! 

 
08:37:59 PST 
Question: hello from costa rica 
Answer: Bienvenido! 

 
08:38:09 PST 
Question: Good morning, good night, an good evening fromg Bulgaria. 
Answer: Hello Vensi, thanks for joining 

 
08:38:20 PST 
Question: So is there anything on the video feed or Am I having another bad stream day 
Answer: Yikes - you should hear music and see the slides loop. Try refreshing your browser. That should work. 

 
08:38:53 PST 
Question: Now it's time to installation and use it 
Answer: Thanks for joining us Arnab 

 
08:38:55 PST 
Question: Hi from Oporto, Portugal. 
Answer: Hi Pedro! Great to see you today 

 
08:44:31 PST 
Question: Morning all from Edmonton, Canada 
Answer: Good morning, welcome 

 
08:44:53 PST 
Question: Hi there from Bangalore, India. Do we have a blog which sets expectations around this event which I could 

read while waiting? 
Answer: You can download the slides from the FAQ tab 

 
08:46:18 PST 
Question: Good evening from Sweden 
Answer: Good morning... or evening, thanks for joining. 

 
08:46:41 PST 
Question: Hi everybody from France 
Answer: bonjour, thanks for joining 

 
08:48:14 PST 
Question: Good Morning from New Jersey 
Answer: good morning Maurice 
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08:48:41 PST 
Question: Hello from Bangalore, India 
Answer: thanks for joining Shweta 

 
08:49:14 PST 
Question: hi from Dakar , Senegal 
Answer: Good evening Babsbi, thanks for joining. 

 
08:50:18 PST 
Question: Good evening from Sweden/Norway 
Answer: Good evening Ingelstrand 

 
08:50:48 PST 
Question: Good evening from Germany. 
Answer: Thanks for joining Ralf 

 
08:52:52 PST 
Question: Will the slides be available after the event? 
Answer: Nathan the slides are available from the FAQ tab. both the presentation and break slides can be 

downloaded from there 

 
08:54:34 PST 
Question: Good evening from Croatia. 
Answer: Thanks for joining Vedran 

 
09:00:26 PST 
Question: Good Evening from India 
Answer: hello Yogesh 

 
09:02:21 PST 
Question: Good evening from Athens 
Answer: Good evening Spiros 

 
09:02:25 PST 
Question: I have downloaded Win 10.Just wanted to know Requirements for Ram before installing it 
Answer: Shraddha - http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/preview-faq#faq=tab1 lists the requirements 32bit 

is 1gb 64bit is 2gb 

 
09:04:03 PST 
Question: How soon before these videos will be available on-demand? 
Answer: All sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all attendees when 

they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 

 
09:05:46 PST 
Question: Hello from Detroit, MI. Question: What version of Powershell should we study for the Windows 8.1 MCSA? 

Version 3 or 4? 
Answer: Hermine Windows 8.1 comes with PowerShell v 4.0 so that would be the best one to study. 

 
09:06:05 PST 
Question: Hi Simon - Anthony Steven from Content Master here. 
Answer: Hi Anthony 

 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/preview-faq#faq=tab1
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09:06:40 PST 
Question: hi Simon, 
Answer: Hi Sayied 

 
09:08:51 PST 
Question: I joined the Windows Insider Program. The Feedback app says I'm not. What can I do? 
Answer: User77 are you logged on with the same Microsoft Account you used to register for the programme? 

 
09:09:05 PST 
Question: Hi Simon. Joining from the UK. Lastmsaw you on Tech Days here in the UK 

Answer: Hi Tim! I'm actually back in London on Saturday  seeing my mum 

 
09:09:53 PST 
Question: Hi everybody. Good afternoon from lisbon, Portugal 
Answer: hello Carlos 

 
09:10:00 PST 
Question: how do you determine screen size from tablet to phone to laptop to 1080p? 
Answer: generally in inches, anything under 9" is now much lower cost for the OEM to do 

 
09:10:26 PST 
Question: You mentioned IoT devices; can you expand at some point on how that will impact a unified Windows 

platform? Are we talking Windows on IoT devices or gateways? 
Answer: We will, but on devices 

 
09:11:12 PST 
Question: Windows 10 in smartphone...will be possible for encrypt the SD Card? 
Answer: it is today with Windows Phone 

 
09:11:36 PST 
Question: Hi, can I watch this later may be recorded one? 

[[REPLY:]All sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all attendees when 
they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 

 
09:11:43 PST 
Question: Does any one know if the Surface Pro 3 is going to get a Windows 10 update or will it be a new device 

only? 
Answer: Windows 10 will run on existing Windows 8.1 devices 

 
09:12:22 PST 
Question: Will user be able to store their desktop settings to the cloud making them available to all Microsoft 

devices? 
Answer: Do you really mean "desktop settings"? Take a look at UE-V today for that in the enterprise 

 
09:14:48 PST 
Question: Can you run Win 10 from a fast usb 32 or 64 GB memory stick? (i.e Windows to Go) are there instructions 

available for setting it up that way? 
Answer: not currently part of the preview - we really want you testing on real hardware 

 
09:15:20 PST 
Question: What is the minimum system requirements for the professional version of Windows 10? 
Answer: we haven't announced the SKUs yet 
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09:15:51 PST 
Question: For enterprise customers, will the BitLocker experience be like what we have today with Windows 8.1? Or 

will it be enhanced as well? 

Answer: Jason, more later on that  

 
09:17:52 PST 
Question: Does someone know where is the difference between the "PC Settings" already pinned to start menu after 

default installation and the "zPC Settings" from All Apps? Or is this just a failure at my test installation? 
Answer: zPC Settings is the there for support of things that are there with older UI 

 
09:18:43 PST 
Question: I wonder if installing Windows Technical Preview 10 in a virtual machine under windows 8.i, still could be 

risky to my PC? 
Answer: Frankie - if you install Win 10 TP in a Client Hyper V Virtual Machine, there should be no issues at all. 

Especially if you se the virtual switch up to exclude your host OS access. 

 
09:20:00 PST 
Question: Simon or Brad, I am currently on Windows 8 (not 8.1), and see other folks with Windows 8.1 having 

antivirus programs running on their Windows OS. (such as Norton or Mcfee), me on the other hand rely on the 
Windows 8 built-in protection features. Am I okay doing so? or should I have a third party antivirus program on my 
Win 8 machine? and on Windows 10 (Later on) could I rely completely on Windows 10 built-in protection features (i.e. 
virues and spyware and such). Thanks in advance. 
Answer: We provide very good inbox protections, but we have the ability for you to choose a 3rd party if that makes 

you more comfortable. 3rd party anti-malware often has some innovative features that you might like too. 

 
09:21:13 PST 
Question: Anyone tried the HP Stream 7? wondered if 1GB RAM is enough? thinking of how this for the Windows 10 

testing. 
Answer: We made some memory and storage improvements in Windows 8.1 to enable these to perform much 

better. They should be good...but obviously higher spec hardware will give you a better experience with higher spec 
workloads 

 
09:21:31 PST 
Question: From where can I download windows 10 server version? (the preview of the newest server version) 
Answer: You can get the TP from here http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-

technical-preview 

 
09:22:00 PST 
Question: 
> Quoted question: From where can I download windows 10 server version? (the preview of the newest server 
version) 
> Quoted answer: You can get the TP from here http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-
server-technical-preview 
Answer: the server 10 TP from here I should have said http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-

windows-server-technical-preview 

 
09:23:07 PST 
Question: Can you show what you are telling? 
Answer: Actually no, we are building Windows 10 at the moment - this jumpstart gives you a jumpstart on where we 

are taking Windows 10, but we can't show you the result of the code yet - you will see it first in the Insider program 

 
 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server-technical-preview
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09:23:26 PST 
Question: will the Windows 10 pro require Microsoft accounts like Windows 8 Pro? 
Answer: ask that again after the next 2 modules 

 
09:23:34 PST 
Question: In Windows 10, when pressing the start button, will it take us out of the App and take us to the desktop as 

Windows 7 or, will it be open in the same App screen? 
Answer: Pressing the start button in Windows 10 TP opens the new start menu 

 
09:23:38 PST 
Question: I have not tried this yet, but does Windows 10 respond to a remote desktop session from an iPad or 

Android tablet by switching to the touch interface automatically? 
Answer: yes 

 
09:24:14 PST 
Question: Will be about to sign in to a domain computer with a Azure Active Directory account? 
Answer: other way around, sign into AAD with an AD DS account 

 
09:24:29 PST 
Question: Will Windows 10 run well on VMware Workstations, VirtualBox and in Hyper-V? I teach and cannot demo 

for students in anything other than a VM. 
Answer: It already does 

 
09:25:18 PST 
Question: I would like to test on real Hardware... I have the Preview, should I load it in a VM...??? 
Answer: you can but, you won't be running it on "real hardware" then... by definition it'll be abstracted 

 
09:25:41 PST 
Question: How will this be deployed in the enterprise? via config manager? 
Answer: check out the next segment 

 
09:26:42 PST 
Question: I like the start start button in windows 7 and I want it back in windows 7 
Answer: You will see that it's back in Windows 8.1 and the Start menu is in Windows 10 

 
09:27:29 PST 
Question: Does Windows 10 will have an Enterprise or Professional version for both touch and non-touch screen? 
Answer: There will be no difference between touch and non-touch. We are going to work that out depending upon 

what you have connected to your device. 

 
09:28:00 PST 
Question: Has the different versions been decided on yet? How many "flavors" of Windows 10 will there be? 

Answer: too early for that  

 
09:29:13 PST 
Question: One OS on all devices is an awesome idea, but what kinds of software and app limitations will there be for 

phone devices due to carriers? How will that be addressed for applications developed for multiple form factors? 
Answer: Carriers don't have restrictions on apps on our platform today. we have great APIs for understanding what 

bandwidth is available too. 

 
09:30:03 PST 
Question: Can I download the windows 10 evaluation version 
Answer: Technical Preview is available today, don't forget to become an Insider as part of the process 
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09:30:20 PST 
Question: lol, end to wipe and reload? That is quite the statement 
Answer: it's a mission - you'll be able to do what you want 

 
09:30:59 PST 
Question: Do you see the full Windows 10 OS installed on tablets or smart phones, rather than a watered down RT 

that is not compatible with many programs that require an actual full blown OS? 
Answer: yes 

 
09:31:39 PST 
Question: Simon you are not replying to my questions 

Answer: that's 'cos we're getting thousands of them  Nothing personal 

 
09:32:10 PST 
Question: Good Morning Are you going to cover what is happing with i.e. and windows 10. in 8.x we had start screen 

desktop 32bit desktop 64 bit and different sites required different version to work correctly. 
Answer: in our final module we will cover some important IE stuff for enterprise 

 
09:32:53 PST 
Question: So are we saying Win 10 will definitely have the blinkey light? 
Answer: there's an app for that 

 
09:33:46 PST 
Question: What about start button is same like windows 7 in windows 8 in windows 10 
Answer: Windows 10 will have a start menu, as you can see in the current preview builds 

 
09:34:27 PST 
Question: Simon - That brings up a great question - Last I looked at UE-V, it was only available as part of MDOP. 

For some reason, MDOP isn't available to organizations with an Open license agreement. Will UE-V ever be made 
available outside of MDOP? 

Answer: no plans that I know of...its a good reason to get an EA  

 
09:37:18 PST 
Question: Simon, Why do you prefer it on real hardware? What would you lack by using one over the other? 
Answer: For the preview the telemetry real hardware is providing us is more important for us (and you) since it feeds 

into our bugs. Works fine in a VM, there are only really 3 flavors of VM emulated hardware though and thousands of 
physical devices out there 

 
09:37:40 PST 
Question: file self protection? isn't that just Rights Management available today? 
Answer: nope, we'll give more detail in section 3 

 
09:38:07 PST 
Question: Do you think the corporate companies would upgrade to windows 10 ? as I see most them are using 

windows 7 and didn't upgrade to win 8.1 
Answer: We are hoping so 

 
09:38:26 PST 
Question: What kind of enhancements have been made with MDT and Windows 10? Or will be made... 
Answer: nothing to announce on that at this time 
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09:38:38 PST 
Question: Did Windows 10 have live tile facility? 
Answer: yes 

 
09:38:59 PST 
Question: What PowerShell version is Win 10 going to support? Will this be upgraded too? 
Answer: yes - check out WMF5 

 
09:39:23 PST 
Question: Are you all going to go more into the YOUR company store? 
Answer: yes, coming up 

 
09:40:13 PST 
Question: I've been in IT for 25+yrs and MS has promised in place upgrades for many versions. In IT reality nothing 

beats a clean install. How can we say this version does away with wipe and reload? 
Answer: IT's been a big area of focus 

 
09:40:58 PST 
Question: Cant wait to integrate an MDM solution. 
Answer: MDM is quite good in Windows 8.1 but it will get better in Windows 10 

 
09:41:36 PST 
Question: I know that MSFT intended Windows East Transfer Wizard to go away with 8.1, but we need it back. I am 

a director of an Enterprise IT Team and we used it extensively to migrate user files and settings. Not all of our 
computers will have a Microsoft account just to migrate files via the OneDrive. 
Answer: look into USMT - it's much more "enterprise grade" 

 
09:42:12 PST 
Question: You mentioned an area in Windows Store for internal company LOB apps, would there be an option to 

host internal LOB apps on-prem? Will the store be able to store Win32 apps also? 

Answer: we will get there later  

 
09:42:34 PST 
Question: Where do we share issues that we are experiencing with the OS? 
Answer: windows.uservoice.com 

 
09:43:06 PST 
Question: Will the Win10 "upgrade in place" check for blockers such as 3rd party apps known to be incompatible 

with Win10 before starting the upgrade? e.g. 3rd party encryption/AV, etc.? Or is that something we would need to 
account for before running Setup.exe? 
Answer: coming up 

 
09:43:16 PST 
Question: Will App Store for Business replace volume licensing? 
Answer: coming up 

 
09:43:28 PST 
Question: any good solutions in 10 for Crypto Locker? 
Answer: coming up 
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09:44:35 PST 
Question: my boss is nervous about adding the preview to the domain - is there anything you would say to him about 

that? 
Answer: don't add it to the domain just yet. Add it to your test lab domain, not production. This is a preview release. 

 
09:45:31 PST 
Question: 2nd attempt: How many people is attending this event ? 
Answer: lots, we don't reveal those numbers though 

 
09:45:48 PST 
Question: On a old hybrid, Win 10 does not recognize me twisting the screen from laptop mode (start MENU) to 

tablet mode (start SCREEN) although the screen reorients itself. Will you include a "Touch here" button to enable the 
switch? 
Answer: Not yet 

 
09:47:17 PST 
Question: Simon, need a reply for it please . 

Just came to my mind. Will Continuum change the Start if I use my PC from my Phone via Remote Desktop 
Connection? 
Answer: can't answer that at this time 

 
09:47:24 PST 
Question: hi simon will windows 10 have in-place upgrade function? 
Answer: yes 

 
09:47:26 PST 
Question: Is any version of the in place upgrade functionality included with the Preview release? 
Answer: Yes, just start in-place upgrade from Setup.exe 

 
09:49:44 PST 
Question: Posted 3 queries , no reply at all . This is depressing . 
Answer: We're getting a lot of questions... can you ask them again (my screen is moving really fast!) 

 
09:50:21 PST 
Question: Will there be an in place upgrade from Windows 7 to Windows 10? 
Answer: Yes, from Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 

 
09:51:55 PST 
Question: will WMF5 be available to 7, too? If yes when? 
Answer: think it already is (it's a preview though) 

 
09:52:23 PST 
Question: will windows 10 work with sccm 2012 R2? 
Answer: well there are deployment instructions on the SCCM blog from the SCCM team... 

 
09:53:01 PST 
Question: is Windows 10 available in both 32 & 64 bit? and what is the basic hardware required for both for smooth 

running windows? 
Answer: the requirements for the Tech Preview are listed here http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/preview-

faq#faq=tab1 

 
 
 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/preview-faq#faq=tab1
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/preview-faq#faq=tab1
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09:53:03 PST 
Question: I know that MSFT intended Windows East Transfer Wizard to go away with 8.1, but we need it back. I am 

a director of an Enterprise IT Team and we used it extensively to migrate user files and settings. Not all of our 
computers will have a Microsoft account just to migrate files via the OneDrive. 

Answer: answered this, hope you saw  

 
09:53:50 PST 
Question: oh again Marketing guy 

Answer: marketing title  

 
09:54:59 PST 
Question: We tried the USMT, still not as elegant as the WET' 
Answer: fair enough, we are trying to make it so you don't even need to do it... 

 
09:55:09 PST 
Question: in place upgrade does not handle NEW OS installs...how will that be done? 
Answer: are you on the preview? 

 
09:55:58 PST 
Question: When a new desktop application is installed it often includes a dozen or so shortcuts in a folder in the 

older windows xp start folder. On later version all those little utilities get splattered all over the start page. many are 
just pointers to help files or a link to uninstall the program. How do you control where all those links get thrown for 
something like SQL Express from Microsoft. 
Answer: You can control those things by "repackaging" and customizing the install 

 
09:57:27 PST 
Question: what computers are you guys using Simon? 
Answer: Actually Lenovo laptops that are off screen, these things in front of us are Planar touch screens 

 
09:57:46 PST 
Question: Will there be available new Windows 10 Group Policy administrative tempates or Group Policy 

Preferences? 
Answer: templates yes 

 
09:58:40 PST 
Question: In-place upgrades have historically been a horrible challenge (particularly over the last 10-15 years). What 

makes this version of in-place upgrades different from past experiences? 
Answer: we can't reveal that at this time, sorry 

 
09:59:11 PST 
Question: In-place upgrades have historically been a horrible challenge (particularly over the last 10-15 years). What 

makes this version of in-place upgrades different from past experiences? 
Answer: actually the rollback experience is probably the single thing that we can reveal - I've personally experienced 

it and it works very well 

 
09:59:46 PST 
Question: do you have a link to the SCCM team Blog with the sample task sequence? 
Answer: http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-win-10-using-the-task-

sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx 

 
 
 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-win-10-using-the-task-sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-win-10-using-the-task-sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx
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10:00:42 PST 
Question: Is there more integration with PowerShell in Windows10? How important is that going forward? 
Answer: more no...there's lots already (its pretty core to everything these days) 

 
10:01:43 PST 
Question: So we will not need to use the User State Migration Tool any longer to migrate user data when we 

upgrade? 
Answer: only if you're doing a wipe-and-reload 

 
10:02:51 PST 
Question: Does SCCM2012 will benefit from some features of Windows 10 for the deployment process? 
Answer: check out the SCCM blog http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-

win-10-using-the-task-sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx 

 
10:03:24 PST 
Question: Simon - I'm not terribly familiar with EA, but my understanding has been that as a Charity, Open license is 

the type of agreement we should be on. 
Answer: could well be - I'm no licensing guru though 

 
10:03:54 PST 
Question: How IPv6 will be used in Win10? 
Answer: like it is in Windows 8.1 - it's very very important 

 
10:04:28 PST 
Question: Can you tell me what devices you guys use for these and other Microsoft events. They look quite 

functional with the angle that you can get. 
Answer: already answered, but the screens are Planar touch screens - PCs are Lenovo laptops 

 
10:05:49 PST 
Question: Good morning, where can we get more info about the new feature of PS v5 'OneGet' and its integration 

with 'chocolatey',? 
Answer: try https://chocolatey.org/ 

 
10:07:01 PST 
Question: Do MS recommend that you stay on existing HW config (eg. BIOS, x86) and do in-place upgrade or do 

wipe and load in order to switch to x64 and/or UEFI? 
Answer: you must wipe-and-reload to move to UEFI 

 
10:07:19 PST 
Question: It sounds like you're getting further away from ConfigMgr...? 
Answer: nope 

 
10:07:52 PST 
Question: Would the in-pace upgrades need admin privileges? If not, how do you control it? If so, it sounds like we 

still need to touch each machine. 
Answer: It does require admin access to upgrade Windows 

 
10:09:31 PST 
Question: Where can we find solutions to Win 10 Errors. Currently getting "Failed to install the new preview build. 

Error 0x80070057" 
Answer: check the Windows 10 forums on TechNet 

 
 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-win-10-using-the-task-sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/configmgrteam/archive/2014/10/29/how-to-upgrade-to-win-10-using-the-task-sequence-in-sc-2012-r2-configmgr.aspx
https://chocolatey.org/
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10:10:02 PST 
Question: Is the Registry brought forward "intact" with the new OS entries being added to it, or will it be "cleaned up" 

somehow during the In-Place Upgrade? 
Answer: As Michael said - we know what bits of the reg are windows so we replace those 

 
10:10:38 PST 
Question: What are the steps to go from a win 10 preview machine with a slower disk drive to a SSD replacement of 

the disk drive? 
Answer: Download the ISO and build fresh from that 

 
10:11:47 PST 
Question: What about the ability to authenticate with other LDAP environments? 
Answer: Look to Azure AD for that 

 
10:12:11 PST 
Question: If you aren't 100% sure that a machine is clean of malware, would you recommend "provision" or "wipe 

and reload"? 
Answer: most likely provision 

 
10:12:41 PST 
Question: can we logon using azure ad account yet or when its going to come in preview? 
Answer: cannot answer that question, sorry, but you can't do it yet. Lots of engineering going on. 

 
10:13:02 PST 
Question: Simon, Regarding Bill Walter's post about shortcuts, repackaging is not practical in small or personal 

installs. Can't he just go in the %UserProfile% to remove the shortcuts. 
Answer: totally 

 
10:13:34 PST 
Question: If the in-place upgrade can be initiated by a user, will it need admin privileges? If not, how will it be 

controlled? If so, will we still need to touch each machine? 
Answer: answered previously - needs admin 

 
10:14:59 PST 
Question: Why do you force us to have a Microsoft account to use the Store? When will the next version of Windows 

10 Tech Preview be released? 
Answer: Michael answered that store question - you'll be able to use AAD 

 
10:15:28 PST 
Question: So USMT is gone even through MDT deployment of OS? Can we Use MDT for windows 10 Deployments? 
Answer: not actually what we said 

 
10:15:49 PST 
Question: PoSh in Win10 & App Store, won't we be able to deploy via OneGet? 
Answer: deploy a store app via oneget? 

 
10:16:08 PST 
Question: One of the biggest challenges around in-place upgrades is the requirement for adequate free disk space 

on existing disks. I assume Windows 10 will still need a certain amount of free disk space to do the in in-place 
upgrade? 
Answer: It will need some space yes 
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10:18:26 PST 
Question: Why Lenovo laptops? Would have thought you would be using Surface Pro 3! 
Answer: Personally I have a Pro 3 and a Lenovo X1 and a Dell Venu 8 Pro, Lumia 930, iPad Mini, iPad air, Samsung 

Gtab 2014 10" and some other stuff...we use lots of tools to get the job done 

 
10:19:07 PST 
Question: When will we be able to evaluate the new Windows Store features you discussed around custom 

enterprise/business store? 
Answer: In the future, first in the Insider program 

 
10:19:50 PST 
Question: You are doing a great job Simon answering all these questions whilst presenting! 
Answer: You have no idea 

 
10:20:02 PST 
Question: I could have sworn I saw a SCCM Technical preview too. Am I wrong? 
Answer: yep 

 
10:22:31 PST 
Question: The Windows 7 development and release schedule was very open and friendly to Microsoft Partners who 

received the Gold code in July prior to the public receiving it in October. This really, really was helpful and I believe 
played a roll in it's success. The Windows 8 development and release schedule was pretty closed and Microsoft 
Partners got it (and had to figure it out) the same day the public did. Will the Windows 10 development and release 
schedule be similar to the Windows 7 cycle? 
Answer: everyone is getting the code in the insider program 

 
10:23:42 PST 
Question: i did not get the "provision" part, can somebody explain it to me pls 
Answer: provision is used to "take over" a device that was bought as a "consumer" device - i.e. you go to a store and 

buy it and it will become an "enterprise" device 

 
10:24:18 PST 
Question: Is there a developer conference scheduled prior to the release of Win 10 to help fill the pipeline with Win 

10 specific applications? 
Answer: like this http://www.buildwindows.com/ 

 
10:24:52 PST 
Question: Why do you force users to have a Microsoft account to use the Store? I wasn't hear for that part. Can I get 

an answer? 
Answer: In the future you'll be able to use Azure AD (which syncs to your on prem AD DS) 

 
10:25:22 PST 
Question: Hi! I know you've stated that the recording will be available in a couple weeks. I'd like members of my 

team to access it. Will it be only available to MVA members? 
Answer: Yes, available to MVA members. All sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send 

the URL to all attendees when they're published in approximately 2 weeks.All sessions are being recorded and will be 
posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all attendees when they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 

 
10:25:29 PST 
Question: Simon, do you know if M$ is still on schedule to end Support for windows 7 in Jan of 2015? 

Answer: what is M$ ?  I don't believe that's changing 

 
 

http://www.buildwindows.com/
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10:25:52 PST 
Question: Is it possible to update an offline Windows (VHDX) ? I have more than 10 images to update. And this 

month I had to update them twice. 
Answer: yes offline servicing with DISM 

 
10:26:38 PST 
Question: will we be getting to some demos soon. Its all about Win 10 but not seen the actual product yet! 
Answer: you have what we have, not much more we can show you. just what you should expect to see yourself. 

 
10:27:02 PST 
Question: Dude u must spend a lot on techie things :p 
Answer: don't tell my wife that! 

 
10:27:31 PST 
Question: How do I know if I am in the insider program? I am in so many Microsoft programs I have lost track of what 

I am in. 
Answer: You will be receiving the updates to Windows 10 preview 

 
10:28:00 PST 
Question: Has the Direct Access been taken away from Win10 ? 
Answer: it's still there, I use it daily 

 
10:30:21 PST 
Question: Does the two platform authentication include biometrics? 
Answer: yes, as Chris has said 

 
10:31:02 PST 
Question: Is there any provisioning in Windows 10 for synchronous mirroring of processing between devices to 

provide non-stop services with a single-device failure? 
Answer: No ... that is SUPER hard to do and requires massive bandwidth 

 
10:31:29 PST 
Question: Can't wait to test this two-factor authentication in Windows 10! 
Answer: you can try lots of it in Azure AD Premium today 

 
10:31:46 PST 
Question: Can I install the Windows 10 TP as in a Windows 8.1 multiboot environment so I choose it at startup or do 

I need to dedicate a PC to it? 
Answer: ys 

 
10:31:55 PST 
Question: what about password, sms? 
Answer: yes that can be done 

 
10:32:34 PST 
Question: Will we need Server 2012 R2 to take advantage of these security features on the back end? 
Answer: most likely, we need new capabilities in server and in Azure that are also being built 

 
10:33:07 PST 
Question: Sooo.... When can we expect Windows 10 to ship? Hmmmm...? 
Answer: we really can't answer that 
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10:33:52 PST 
Question: How does 2FA work if a user is offline - is it cached if a user has previously used the account on the 

device? 
Answer: same way that AD does today 

 
10:34:08 PST 
Question: About Direct Access, is it only included in Windows 10 Enterprise? 
Answer: only in enterprise editions yes 

 
10:34:20 PST 
Question: Simon, are using windows 10 now 
Answer: I am 

 
10:35:00 PST 
Question: So does the Azure Active Directory a separate fee from an Office 365 E3 Subscription? 
Answer: Actually Office 365 uses AAD behind the scenes, so yes and no - you can add capabilities with AAD 

Premium 

 
10:35:33 PST 
Question: how can I allow and configure passwords and bio metrics specially finger print access for my users is 

there any proper infrastructure required a change in my AD ?? any web link which can guide me please Simon 
Answer: we aren't there yet, it will come in the future - you are now an insider, inside our engineering process 

 
10:35:54 PST 
Question: Sorry guys i'm little late so what topic is on? 
Answer: security 

 
10:37:09 PST 
Question: So can we Use this Two Point auth using a Office 365 E3 License now? 
Answer: yes, from memory MFA is in your SKU, check the Office 365 site 

 
10:38:32 PST 
Question: So are you getting away from the Kerberos authentication that active directory accounts use? 
Answer: no, just protecting the LSA much more 

 
10:38:52 PST 
Question: Does the 2FA service which uses hyperv, require specific CPU support such as intel vt and the equivalent 

AMD tech? 
Answer: hyper-v requires that 

 
10:40:05 PST 
Question: For high-level security (e.g. Data Encryption keys) we require multiple signatories to make changes. Is 

there any plan to provide encryption and security that requires multiple (but not all) signatories to make changes? The 
"Insider" is the one of the most insidious risks, and reliance or vulnerability to a single-signatory is a key vulnerability 
which can put data beyond use. 
Answer: that is basically MFA - multiple keys 

 
10:40:54 PST 
Question: Azure RMS rocks! I've been talking about and promoting Azure RMS quite a bit lately. 
Answer: 
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10:40:54 PST 
Question: is this Win10 PTH change similar to Bromium's approach? 
Answer: it's a PTH is obviously more than just Win10 (and actually it's not Win10) its previous versions - we have 

lots of info on how to protect against it 

 
10:41:29 PST 
Question: Can 2FA still be utilized if you are running Windows 10 on a VM or does it need to be a physical server to 

take advantage of it? 
Answer: 2FA could be used in a VM 

 
10:41:52 PST 
Question: Are Uservoice and the Windows Feedback tool in the preview feeding into the same database? Why did 

you not use the Connect tool that provides for more detailed bug reporting and voting? 
Answer: different DBs but reviewed by engineering 

 
10:43:55 PST 
Question: Can I get a copy of this Q & A 
Answer: Yes, We will be sending you a copy of the Q&A Log (publicly-answered questions only) via email after the 

event. 

 
10:44:01 PST 
Question: How can I test the two factor security? 
Answer: you can try out MFA in Azure AD Today 

 
10:45:13 PST 
Question: Suggestion for MVA Events: Please consider using the technology TechEd's live video streams does, 

which allows viewers to rewind the live stream. 
Answer: it will be available on demand when we are done 

 
10:45:18 PST 
Question: Is 2FA already in Windows 10 TP ? 
Answer: nope 

 
10:47:08 PST 
Question: we are talking hear about EDP, what is that and where can we found ? 
Answer: not in preview yet, it's protection at the file level that you as an admin determine is right for corporate files 

 
10:47:40 PST 
Question: Do a little googling? What about some Binging? LOL 
Answer: I wanted you to spend longer look ;p 

 
10:48:22 PST 
Question: why to google it not to Bing it ? 
Answer: did that work "I wanted you to spend more time looking for it so I said Google" :p 

 
10:49:04 PST 
Question: will you be doing any live demos of windows 10 today? 
Answer: we are telling you about stuff that's not built yet, so no 

 
10:49:49 PST 
Question: Be honest, Simon! Your default search engine is GOOGLE! 
Answer: seriously you should see my Bing rewards account ... it really isn't cha ching! 
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10:51:25 PST 
Question: Most small businesses need the same functionality in the OS that large Enterprises do due to security 

threats and governmental regulations. Will this finally be acknowledged in the "editions" of Windows 10 released? 
Answer: we've already done things like make BitLocker available on every device and manageable by IT on Pro and 

above 

 
10:51:52 PST 
Question: simon wot about other protecting tools like Trend micro Symantec MacAfee on which customers has 

already invested ??? 
Answer: no reason not to continue using them 

 
10:53:07 PST 
Question: Is the signing in addition to existing commercially verified signing? 
Answer: yes, needs to be signed through our verification system 

 
10:53:37 PST 
Question: We all know about 6.4 workstation version is called "Windows 10" ... what about 6.4 server OS version? is 

it really called "Windows Server 10" or "Windows Server 2014"? - sorry for untechnical question but I don't want to 
talk about server version with wrong name to my boss tomorrow 
Answer: name isn't final yet for server - currently it's Server 10 

 
10:53:52 PST 
Question: is this one recorded I missed the whole thing 
Answer: will be on demand 

 
10:53:58 PST 
Question: Is entrerpise lockdown a new feature? 
Answer: yes 

 
10:54:16 PST 
Question: Thanks, Brad. I'm interested in a couple of past live events I attended in late Oct., too. The one on 

PowerShell for AD is one I really want to look at, because there are 4 more modules with videos that weren't covered 
in that event that should be available by now. 
Answer: Hi Jayna, it just became available yesterday, so good timing. 

See: http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/training-courses/using-powershell-for-active-directory 

 
10:54:21 PST 
Question: Will solutions like ConfigMgr be able to deploy unsigned applications to managed Windows Enterprise 

workstations? 
Answer: depends if you want them to 

 
10:54:59 PST 
Question: Where can I pick up the break soundtrack music? Nothing like some soothing slow jazz. 
Answer: there are many very good stations on the internet 

 
10:55:27 PST 
Question: So the security subject we just went over...Can these tools In a perfect world replace your third party Anti-

Malware tools like TrendMicro and Symantec? 
Answer: that is a decision you need to make 

 
10:56:08 PST 
Question: Just to clarify - the enterprise singing allows an organization to digitally sign third party software that they 

purchased thus allowing a level of control to software installs 
Answer: almost, the ISV would have to sign it, you can sign your own LoB apps is our intent 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/training-courses/using-powershell-for-active-directory
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10:57:58 PST 
Question: well when u compare apple to apple unfortunately specially on security side MS is looser sofar... hope with 

new changes it will win 
Answer: I think that would be very debatable, especially in the security community right now...but lets not debate that 

here. 

 
10:58:26 PST 
Question: Will the enterprise signing allow for both Metro and WPF applications? 
Answer: yes, Win32 apps can be signed 

 
10:58:34 PST 
Question: Are there coming a new Internet Explorer with Windows 10? 
Answer: next segment 

 
10:59:08 PST 
Question: Is there a link to the new MS ISV signing process? 
Answer: I don't believe we are ready for that just yet 

 
10:59:42 PST 
Question: I hope the excitement about biometics security means we'll soon see Microsoft Lumia and Surface Pro 

devices with touch-recognition ID technology. Or is this already available? 
Answer: not on our first party devices, but plenty of 3rd party devices have them... my Lenovo x1 for example 

 
10:59:50 PST 
Question: For the LoB signed apps, do I have to push them to the Store for download/install on the clients or can 

they be hosted locally? 
Answer: both 

 
11:00:50 PST 
Question: Will Enterprise Lockdown allow an organization to refuse running of applications signed by a specific 

company (Google, as an example)? 
Answer: possibly ... actually you can do that today with App Locker in Windows 7 & 8 & 8.1 Enterprise 

 
11:01:09 PST 
Question: Does Store in the Store run locally or in the cloud on a laptop? 
Answer: only in the coud 

 
11:01:46 PST 
Question: Its important for ISVs to have the data about double signing well in advance because users will press for 

stuff on day one I fear. Windows 10 does seem to be the upgrade that Win 7 users are wanting. 
Answer: we hear that 

 
11:05:58 PST 
Question: what devices are these guys using? (HUGE touchscreens??) 
Answer: they're planar touch screens - res is only 1366x768 though .. camera makes them look bigger 

 
11:06:22 PST 
Question: So IE11 is geared towards the modern web? 
Answer: yes 
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11:13:14 PST 
Question: So the day IE12 is GA then IE11 will no longer be supported? 
Answer: yes, although this is the browser engine 

 
11:13:27 PST 
Question: so is IE changing the name to Edge? 
Answer: no this is inside the browser engine 

 
11:13:52 PST 
Question: Does IE 11 on Windows 8.1 have this Edge engine now and if so, how is it updating regularly? 
Answer: it does, you can select it from the Shift-F12 tools 

 
11:14:40 PST 
Question: I understand the flexibility, but ask a user to go through those iterations? Sorry, but that's asking a lot. 
Answer: you aren't asking the user to do that - you control this for them with site list 

 
11:15:32 PST 
Question: How do we enable IE enterprise mode? 
Answer: registry, gpo or oma-dm uri 

 
11:16:15 PST 
Question: so we have to change firewall rules with a edge user-agent? 
Answer: no, the X-UA string comes from the website code 

 
11:16:38 PST 
Question: Just a word of support, we have deployed IE Enterprise Mode in our US org and it works very well, huge 

problem solver. 
Answer: thanks - we think it's doing some very good work 

 
11:16:51 PST 
Question: Is the document mode something in a newer version of the site list manager? Its not in the current version. 
Answer: yes it's new 

 
11:17:44 PST 
Question: what about X-UA-Compatability meta tag? 
Answer: fred just answered it 

 
11:19:32 PST 
Question: I'll ask again - is there IE6 emulation? 
Answer: IE6 emulation doesn't actually exist, it's either IE5 quirks or IE7 ... the IE6 didn't have those types of 

changes (although it was so popular people got stuck on it). the real issue was is the site specifically asking for IE6 as 
a version. In that case we will use 5.5 quirks 

 
11:20:00 PST 
Question: Will there be a kind of "Remote App" desktop programs that are offerend from the Microsoft Store? 
Answer: probably not 

 
11:20:56 PST 
Question: I already use the EnterpriseMode, but after copying the new XML file to the defined location - why does IE 

not use it immediately? I press F5, clear Cache, wait... nothing changed, and sometime later it works... WHY? 
Answer: it gets copied locally so it's available offline. therefore it takes a while to come down in some environments. 
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11:21:25 PST 
Question: Does everyone in the enterprise share the same site list? 
Answer: not necessarily - you can set the location with group policy, registry or OMA-DM URI 

 
11:22:34 PST 
Question: I think IE11 is also backward compatible? 
Answer: Yes, IE11 has many backward compatibility features. 

 
11:23:09 PST 
Question: In what way will Internet Explorer 12 be better then IE11? 

Answer: Sorry, but we haven't announced anything called "IE12" yet.  We will have more to share about our next 

major browser in the coming months. 

 
11:23:23 PST 
Question: We need info for the user as to look, feel, and changes from 7 and 8(1) so that we can then get the users 

ready for these changes. How about a Jumpstart for that? 
Answer: There is actually a course on that already, search on MVA and you'll find it - we also have a whole load of 

materials you can customize for your users on this 

 
11:24:00 PST 
Question: Why is IE6 not listed on those slides? 
Answer: There is no "IE6" mode, as many of the improvements in IE6 are included in IE7 document mode. The 

document modes available are IE5/IE7/IE8/IE9/IE10/Edge. 

 
11:24:17 PST 
Question: Im sure that Simon must have juggled a lot of different technical projects to deserve his place in the seat 

tonight but now that he is in the seat....what imaginary objects is he juggling 
Answer: hehe I'll try to calm my hands down dude 

 
11:25:05 PST 
Question: I wish the logic was built in so that it will toggle to whichever mode that works 
Answer: I agree, but unfortunately only users can determine if a web site "works." Sometimes it may be as simple as 

content overlapping other content, but it's only the user (and the developer) who know if that's intentional or not. 
That's why testing web sites is something that's very difficult to automate. 

 
11:25:44 PST 
Question: with this override modes will we be able to set exceptions to automatically setup certain pages to go to 

these various modes with out having to manually set them? 
Answer: You can set the docMode for a particular web path, e.g. Microsoft.com/abc will cover everything below /abc 

path. 

 
11:27:07 PST 
Question: What's making more special IE12 than the other browsers? 

Answer: Sorry, we haven't announced anything called "IE12" yet.  Please stay tuned for additional 

announcements about our next major browser over the coming weeks and months. 

 
11:27:16 PST 
Question: Is it safe to assume that security settings in W10 will control user access to things like F12? 
Answer: oof I need a coffee 
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11:27:34 PST 
Question: Do you need IE11 to collect the data with the toolkit? 
Answer: Yes, the Enterprise Site Discovery feature only works with IE11 currently. 

 
11:28:14 PST 
Question: Simon, where to vote? 
Answer: poll is under the video box on the MVA page 

 
11:28:48 PST 
Question: There is a rumor that windows 7 users get a free upgrade to windows 10, is this true? 
Answer: we can't answer anything about pricing at this time 

 
11:28:51 PST 
Question: What is the difference between "Enterprise Mode" and "IE8 Doc Mode"? 
Answer: Enterprise Mode provides higher-fidelity emulation for IE8. IE8 doc mode doesn't do everything that 

Enterprise Mode does, such as tell ActiveX controls that it's IE8, turn on features like CSS Expressions, and turn off 
performance features--all to improve compatibility. 

 
11:29:18 PST 
Question: How often does IE check to see if the site list changed? 
Answer: IE checks for new versions of the XML site list upon startup, generally 65 seconds after starting. 

 
11:29:37 PST 
Question: does the end user know when "enterprise site discovery is on" ? 
Answer: nope, so you need to be careful - use it in labs and when the user knows and only if you're allowed by your 

local laws 

 
11:29:54 PST 
Question: is windows 10 fully compatible with new EMET mitigation? 
Answer: too early to answer that yet, sorry 

 
11:30:21 PST 
Question: So is it true that the Nokia X devices in the future (Until sometime in 2016) will run Windows (So they'll be 

cheap Lumias.) instead of Android? Because of what Satya Nadella said after becoming the CEO of Microsoft and 
buying out Nokia. 
Answer: can't really answer that question - not familiar with the specifics, sorry 

 
11:30:22 PST 
Question: Will Enterprise Mode Site List Manager in IE11 receive too the new document mode Handling features 

that will appear in next IE (Win10) ? 
Answer: Yes, this has already shipped in the November Update. Check the blog announcement 

at http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ie/archive/2014/11/11/announcing-improvements-to-the-enterprise-mode-site-list.aspx for 
the link to download the new Site List Manager. 

 
11:30:38 PST 
Question: I missed the first hour. Can I find it and play it later? 
Answer: yes 

 
11:31:28 PST 
Question: In addition to collecting information about sites and compatibility modes and ActiveX, can SCCM also be 

used to collect other IE user configurations such as list of Trusted Sites? 
Answer: Yes, Enterprise Site Discovery does pull which sites are in which zone. It's not an exhaustive list, but only 

covers what the person happens to bring up in the browser. 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ie/archive/2014/11/11/announcing-improvements-to-the-enterprise-mode-site-list.aspx
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11:31:40 PST 
Question: where can you get the replay? 
Answer: Hi, All sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all attendees when 

they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 

 
11:31:45 PST 
Question: I thought this was supposed to last 4 hrs. 9 to 1 your time??/ 
Answer: nope - that was a slight miss-tweet by someone that set that expectation (sorry, that person doesn't even 

work here) 

 
11:32:09 PST 
Question: Does that mean that storage details will come later? 
Answer: yes - we aren't ready to reveal that yet 

 
11:32:21 PST 
Question: you mentioned a survey, where is that located at? 
Answer: just under the video 

 
11:32:35 PST 
Question: Will there be a pre-filled list of known (MS)products with their IE modes? 
Answer: No, we have considered this, but the permutations are incredibly complex. There are some environments 

that have made minor tweaks to upgrade to IE9 or IE10, for example, so a master list may not be feasible. 

 
11:33:18 PST 
Question: does the end user know when "enterprise site discovery is on" ? 
Answer: No, which is why it's important to make sure you notify users. We recommend that you only turn on 

Enterprise Site Discovery for test systems. There's almost no performance impact. 

 
11:33:25 PST 
Question: Does Microsoft have plans to release a 15 in. Surface Pro tablet? I apologize as this is probably not the 

best place to ask. Also, thanks for this Windows 10 Technical Preview. 
Answer: we wouldn't know, sorry 

 
11:33:49 PST 
Question: So, the name of IE is changing? 

Answer: We haven't anything to announce yet.  

 
11:33:56 PST 
Question: Thanks Simon, Brad, Michael, Chris and Fred! 
Answer: Thank you! 

 
11:34:40 PST 
Question: yhat was not a tweet...it was in the email from Microsoft 
Answer: Ok, sorry about that then. We will work on that - I will personally be hot on this for next time. I'm sorry you 

allotted more of your time than we can spend with you. 

 
11:35:36 PST 
Question: Please don't give it names like "Charms" and "Toast". Please. 

Answer: do you have an issue with breakfast item related naming  that's good info for uservoice 
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11:35:45 PST 
Question: Does Enterprise Mode also work with ActiveX plugins ? 
Answer: Yes! That was one of the major features; many ActiveX controls query the browser, and if they receive a 

version they don't expect, they silently fail. By telling ActiveX controls "yes, as far as you know, I am IE8" most 
ActiveX controls work. I say "most" because there are a very few exceptions--such as ActiveX controls that query the 
OS, not the browser. 

 
11:36:00 PST 
Question: ok. if I want to replay the first hour... where do I go? 
Answer: Hi, All sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all attendees when 

they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 

 
11:36:50 PST 
Question: when I registered I received a 4-hour outlook meeting notice :o 
Answer: we need to fix this going forward, sorry for any pain 

 
11:37:04 PST 
Question: Is it true that default installation of IE11 on Win7 behaves differently from same on Win 8.1? Or must it be 

different settings? 
Answer: There are very few differences, but most of these are detailed at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/ie/dn394063(v=vs.85).aspx. 

 
11:38:08 PST 
Question: Do you have any plans to change the huge setting list in IE to something easier to configure? 
Answer: We don't have anything to announce, but we know that managing ~1500 Group Policies is difficult. We will 

continue to make it easier to upgrade and manage the browser than ever before, so stay tuned for more information 
in the coming weeks and months. 

 
11:42:55 PST 
Question: Thanks for a great MVA session. That guy Brad McCabe seems like the zen master of Microsoft, he's very 

calm. 
Answer: I will pass that on to Brad... he will like that news 

 
11:43:14 PST 
Question: : Is there any risk involved with installing the "Windows Technical Preview" ISO as a guest OS into a VM 

on my primary machine. 
Answer: not really any risk - don't rely on it as your primary machine 

 
11:45:55 PST 
Question: so Edge is the new IE12? 
Answer: Edge will be an always-up-to-date mode that is comparable to that of other browsers. 

 
11:49:14 PST 
Question: Maybe this is for developers, but I find this unduly complex. As Fred mentioned, it works in another 

browser: I (and most users) will just use another browser... 
Answer: That's why we have Edge mode. Public sites should "just work" for any modern browser, including IE. Many 

larger organizations have their own web apps that were designed for older versions of IE--and other browsers don't 
do much to help there. That's why we have been improving backward compatibility, so we have an answer for both 
sides of the compatibility problem. 

 
11:49:58 PST 
Question: Will Enterprise Mode in IE11 receive too the new document mode Handling features ? 
Answer: Yes, we introduced this in November. See http://blogs.msdn.com/b/ie/archive/2014/11/11/announcing-

improvements-to-the-enterprise-mode-site-list.aspx for details. 
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